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G r o w  w i t h  E l e g a n c e .

Drive the Ertiga 

and experience true elegance. 

It’s designed in every detail so you can 

enjoy a vibrant, active lifestyle 

with your loved ones. 

But it does much more than that. 

It’s a vehicle that rewards you in 

every dimension — personally, 

aesthetically, and emotionally — 

so you can grow with elegance 

every time you drive.
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With its aerodynamic body 

and sleek, flowing lines, 

the Ertiga carries you to 

your destination in real style. 

From the front, the vehicle’s bold 

and distinctive visage heralds 

your approach with dynamic elegance, 

attracting admiring looks 

wherever you go.
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Popping out to the shops or cruising 

the boulevards, you’ll always look 

elegant in your Ertiga. 

With polished alloy wheels, stylishly 

sculptured tailgate trim and subtly 

contoured rear combination lamps, 

it makes you want to dress up 

just to go for a drive.

simzo
下線



The Ertiga welcomes you to the cabin with smart, upscale dashboard and door trim, richly textured two-tone upholstery, and state-of-the-art instrumentation. 
The D-shaped steering wheel with integrated audio system controls and premium quality design accents lets you stay fully in command on winding roads and busy city streets.

S u r r o u n d  y o u r s e l f  w i t h  q u a l i t y

Easy touch panel audio system
The audio system displays vehicle information and links with your 
smartphone via Bluetooth® for music playback and hands-free calling. 
What’s more, you can connect it to your smartphone to access maps, 
messaging, and other supported smartphone functions by voice 
command or a tap on the audio system touch panel.

Stylish meter cluster
The elegant speedometer, tachometer and 
colour LCD centre information display keep 
you clearly informed of vital information. 
Subtle design details and a precision finish 
contribute to driving pleasure.

Cruise control
Cruise control can be activated via a button on the 
steering wheel, allowing you to release the 
accelerator pedal during highway driving to reduce 
fatigue on long trips.
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Apple CarPlay®

Bluetooth® music player

Vehicle information

Android Auto™
*Apple CarPlay is supported in the countries listed at the following link:
https://www.apple.com/ios/feature-availability/#applecarplay-applecarplay

*For more details, including iPhone® models and iOS® versions compatible with Apple CarPlay, 
see:https://www.apple.com/ios/carplay/

*Apple, Apple CarPlay and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
*Android Auto is supported in the countries listed at the following link:
https://www.android.com/auto/

*To use Android Auto on your car display, you’ll need an Android™ phone running Android 6 or higher, 
an active data plan, and the Android Auto app.
For more details, see: https://g.co/androidauto/requirements

*Android, Android Auto and Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC.



The Ertiga provides comfortable seating for up to seven people. The seats are arranged in three rows and can be easily reconfigured to suit the needs of the moment, 
whether you’re carrying your family and friends, recreational gear, or other bulky items. Whenever your seating needs change, the Ertiga offers a simple, practical solution.

M a x i m u m  c o m f o r t  a n d  c o n f i g u r a b i l i t y

Fold one third-row seatback down to increase luggage space 
while still comfortably seating six people.

All seatbacks in the second and third rows can be folded down to 
carry bulky items or recreational gear.

Extra-long objects can be carried by folding down the seatbacks of the 
front passenger seat and the second- and third-row seats behind it.

Note: Items are loosely placed in the rear storage area for illustrative purposes only and should be properly secured while driving.

Ample space, flexible seating
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*The image shows a family taking a break while in a parked car.



The Ertiga gives you plenty of space to carry things even when every seat is occupied. Whether you’re heading for the airport with all your luggage or just going to the store for 
groceries, there’s room enough for everything you need. What’s more, the wide and tall tailgate opening ensures quick, easy loading and unloading.

R o o m  f o r  a l l  y o u r  t h i n g s

Easy-to-access luggage space
The rear luggage area has a capacity of 199-litres* and the versatile 50:50 split luggage board offers concealed 
storage for small valuable items when lowered, and additional room for tall items when removed.
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980mm

850mm

440mm 170mm
(Depth)

50:50 split 
luggage board

*Measured with the luggage board lowered using the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA) method.



The Ertiga’s elegantly appointed cabin surrounds you with all the amenities of a home-away-from-home. The powerful front and rear air conditioning system ensures even airflow 
throughout the cabin so everyone aboard stays comfortable on long trips. Quality is apparent in every detail, with thoughtful touches you’ll appreciate every time you drive.

C l a s s - a b o v e  c a b i n  a m e n i t i e s
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Ventilated cupholders*
To help maintain the temperature of 
your beverages, just put them in the 
ventilated cupholders, set the air 
conditioner to Face or Face/Foot mode, 
and open the cupholder vents.

Keyless 
push start system*
When carrying the remote-control 
key, you can lock or unlock the doors 
with the press of a door button, and 
start the engine by pressing the 
engine start button.

Front seatback pocket (Passenger-side only on GL model) Accessory socket for second-row seats 1,000ml bottle holders for third row

Easy walk-in mechanism and sliding second row seatsDriver’s seat height adjuster

Automatic front air conditioner (Available on GLX model) Banknote / coin holder USB port and accessory socket

60mm

Powerful rear air conditioner

240mm
slide length

*Available on GLX model

*Available on GLX model
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The Ertiga is designed to meet 

the changing lifestyle 

needs of growing families. 

In town or on the highway, 

on short trips or vacation getaways, 

the Ertiga offers a satisfying driving 

experience and a more 

elegant way to travel.



Driving the Ertiga you’re in command of a smooth and responsive engine equipped with an SHVS mild hybrid system. Whether you’re commuting, heading out on vacation, 
or just going shopping, the Ertiga responds immediately and precisely to your input with satisfying, fuel-efficient power.

C o m m a n d  p e r f o r m a n c e
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Powerful, fuel-efficient 1.5-litre petrol engine
Spirited response meets high fuel efficiency in the Ertiga’s compact 1.5-litre petrol engine. Producing 
impressive torque for quick acceleration, it features proven Suzuki technology in every detail.

4-speed automatic 
or 5-speed manual 
transmission
The Ertiga gives you the choice of a 
stress-free, silky-smooth 4-speed 
automatic transmission or a spirited and 
responsive 5-speed manual transmission. 
Whichever you choose, you get excellent 
fuel efficiency and power delivery.

HEARTECT platform
The smoothly curving frame increases underbody stiffness that delivers 
excellent fundamental vehicle performance while also contributing to 
collision safety by efficiently dispersing energy.

Front Rear

Lightweight, robust suspension
Even on bumpy roads and in tight turns, the Ertiga’s high-tensile steel 
suspension — with MacPherson struts in front and a torsion beam in the 
rear — provides a stable, comfortable ride for everyone on board. 

77/6,000

Max. torque (N•m/rpm )

Max. output (kW/rpm)

Compression ratio

Displacement (cm3)

Engine type

138/4,400

10.5

1,462

K15B

Engine auto stop
At traffic lights, electrical components are powered by 
batteries while the engine stops to conserve fuel.

Restart
The ISG functions as a starter motor to quietly and smoothly 
restart the engine.

Take-off / Acceleration
The ISG assists the engine* when starting from a standstill or when 
accelerating, improving fuel efficiency.
* Operation varies according to battery status and other conditions.

Deceleration
The ISG uses deceleration energy to generate electricity and 
efficiently charge the vehicle’s batteries.

Lead-acid battery ISGLithium-ion battery

                                                           SHVS mild hybrid system with lithium-ion battery power and electric assist
The Ertiga is equipped with an SHVS mild hybrid system for enhanced energy efficiency. The SHVS system assists the engine using a light, compact integrated starter generator (ISG) and a high-efficiency lithium-ion battery with high charging and power 
supply performance. The ISG not only ensures quick and quiet engine restarts, it also provides electric motor power assistance for fuel-efficient acceleration, and generates power to charge the batteries when decelerating.

Aerodynamics
Computer-aided engineering and wind-tunnel testing ensure 
exceptional aerodynamics for an MPV, with a low drag 
coefficient for enhanced performance and fuel economy.



The Ertiga is equipped with an array of features to help enhance safety for the driver, passengers, and even pedestrians. From fundamental structural features to protect cabin 
integrity in the event of a collision, to advanced assistive technologies to help you maintain traction and steering control, the Ertiga is built with safety in mind.

S a f e t y  m e a s u r e s  f o r  y o u r  p e a c e  o f  m i n d
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SRS airbag system
The Ertiga comes standard with front SRS airbags to help protect 
the driver and front-seat passenger in case of a frontal collision.

Highly protective body
Suzuki’s advanced Total Effective Control Technology (TECT) body 
extensively employs ultra high-tensile steel to increase rigidity, 
reduce weight, and more efficiently absorb and disperse impact 
energy in the event of a collision. Impact load paths underneath 
the engine compartment further mitigate damage in the event of 
a frontal collision at higher speeds.

Pedestrian injury mitigating body
The Ertiga’s bonnet, front bumper, front windscreen wiper area, and other 
front-end components are designed to absorb impact with the aim of 
mitigating head and leg injuries in the event of a collision with a pedestrian.

1. Impact-absorbing wiper system
2. Impact-absorbing cowl and cowl top 
3. Impact-absorbing bonnet hinges 
4. Impact-absorbing bonnet
5. Impact-absorbing bumper 1

2
3

34

5

Colision energy input
Energy transmission

Ultra-high-
tensile steel

980MPa

780MPa

Reverse parking 
sensor and 
rearview camera*
Ultrasonic sensors in the rear 
bumper detect obstacles 
when in reverse gear, and 
audible alerts sound to 
indicate your approximate 
distance from the obstacles 
as you approach. The GLX 
model is even equipped with 
a camera that shows the 
view to the rear on the audio 
system display.

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
In an emergency braking situation, ABS keeps the wheels from 
locking up to prevent skids and assist you in maintaining 
steering control.
*ABS is an assistive technology; it does not reduce the need to 
  practice safe, careful driving.

Braking start

Without ABS

With ABS

ABS

Automatic lamps
To ensure higher visibility in tunnels, indoor car parks and other low-light conditions, the headlamps and small lamps automatically turn on and off as needed. 
The automatic lamps are enabled whenever the combination lamp switch is in the AUTO position.

The headlamps automatically go off when the 
car exits a tunnel. The headlamps automatically come on when the 

car enters a tunnel.

Electronic 
Stability Program

 (ESP®)*
The Ertiga is equipped with ESP to help you 
control the vehicle during cornering, and assist 
you in maintaining traction when accelerating on 
loose or slippery road surfaces. If wheel slip is 
detected, ESP automatically regulates engine 
output and selectively applies the brakes to help 
you maintain control.
*ESP® is an assistive technology; it does not reduce the 
need to practice safe, careful driving.
ESP is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler AG.

Engine
torque
reduced

Braking force

Braking force

Front wheel slip Rear wheel slip

Without ESP®

With ESP®

Without ESP®

With ESP®

ESP®

Back camera

Note: SRS (Supplemental Restraint System) airbags are designed to supplement the use of seat-belts; they are not a replacement for proper seatbelt use. Seatbelts should be worn and 
properly fastened at all times. SRS airbags may not activate in some conditions. Please refer to your owner’s manual for additional information about SRS airbags and safe driving.

*Assistive technologies are not a replacement for safe driving. Drivers should make every effort to drive 
safely by adapting their driving to weather and road conditions, staying alert to the presence of nearby 
vehicles and pedestrians, and following safe driving practices. When operating the vehicle, do not rely on 
sensors or assistive technologies. Always check the safety of the surrounding area using rearview mirrors 
or direct observation. Please refer to your owner’s manual for additional information about assistive 
technologies and safe driving.
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G r o w  w i t h  E l e g a n c e .

Enjoy life at your own pace, 

relaxed and unhurried. 

Savour the freedom of mobility and 

the joy of sharing special moments 

with the ones you love. 

Grow with elegance and experience 

the driving satisfaction 

you’ve always dreamed of. 

Welcome to the land of Ertiga.




